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Aneeta Sundararaj
The director of corporate 
communications at 7C Life as well 
as novelist practised as a lawyer 
before pursuing her dream of writing 

What do you look forward  
to the most in 2020? 
Reading and writing works of fiction. 
Sadly, I’ve neglected it for awhile now.

Give us an expert writing tip.   
Always feel what you write. That way 
you can transmit to the reader the 
emotion you’re trying to convey.

What is your new year’s resolution? 
I really hope to achieve balance in all 
areas of my life this year.

Who is one person you wish  
you could interview?  
Sir Salman Rushdie—he’s the kind of writer 
I am jealous of. Read his memoir, Joseph 
Anton, and you’ll be privy to his genius.

Kim Mun
This photographer was caught 
roaming in between flowy layers  
of fabric to capture images of  
Dato’ Sri Siti Nurhaliza

What do you look forward to the 
most this year? 
I’m very excited to share more of 
my knowledge and experience on 
photography with the younger and 
upcoming photographers.

Give us an expert photography tip.   
More photography, less Photoshop.

What is your new year’s resolution? 
To have six packs. 

What habit do you inherit  
from your parents?  
My sense of empathy and  
straight-forwardness

Andrea Kee
A former fashion editor turned 
fashion stylist, she picks trendy  
and stylishly modest pieces for our 
cover star in The Essence of Siti

What are you looking forward  
to the most this year?  
More travelling!

Give us an expert styling tip.  
It doesn’t take an expert, but most  
off-the-rack clothes don’t necessarily fit  
us perfectly without alteration. The key is 
to find yourself a trusty tailor.

Which exotic pet would you  
like to keep?  
I’m not one for creepy crawlies, but I 
wouldn’t mind having a cute pet quokka!

What word do you always 
mispronounce?   
Hmm, most of the time I mispronounce 
names with fancy spellings.


